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This invention relates to a new and improved ?uorescent 
lamp construction adapted to be constructed in the shape 
of a wall panel or the like employing a new and im 
proved cold cathode. 
The primary object of the present invention resides 

in the provision of a structural illuminating panel designed 
to operate with a low voltage and needing only a low 
voltage for starting. 
A further object of the invention resides in the pro 

vision of illuminating means in the form of a structural 
panel whereby illumination is provided from an enlarged 
area so as_to provide better and more comfortable illumi 
nation for the area served by the structural illuminating 
panel. 
The construction of this invention, features the utiliza 

tion of a hollow body having a cathode and an anode 
mounted therein in spaced relationship with the interior 
of the body being provided with a coating of a phosphor, 
such as a phosphor sensitive to 2537A. The cathode 
may have a coating or be constructed of a suitable radio 
active material having a further coating of an electronic 
emitting material such as an alkaline earth metal. Uti 
lization of the phosphor, together with the gas ?lled 
hollow body, and the radioactive material covered by an 
electron producing material such as the alkaline earth 
metal results in an illuminating structure capable of op 
erating under relatively low voltages so as to provide the 
desired amount of illumination. 

St?l further objects and features of this invention 
reside in the provision of the novel illuminating structures 
comprising the present invention which are simple in 
construction, inexpensive to produce, and attractive in 
appearance. ' 

These, together with the various ancillary objects and 
features of the invention which will become apparent as 
the following description proceeds, are attained by these 
illuminating structures, preferred embodiments of which 
have been illustrated in the accompanying drawings, by 
way of example only, wherein. 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of one form of the 
illuminating structure comprising the present invention; 

Figure 2 is a horizontal sectional view as taken along 
the plane of line 2-2 in Figure 1; 

Figure 3 is a vertical sectional view as taken along 
the plane of line 3-3 in Figure 1; 

Figure 4 is a partial sectional detail view of one form 
of electrode material which can be utilized in conjunction 
with the invention; 

Figure 5 is a greatly enlarged transverse sectional 
view as taken along the plane of line 5—5 in Figure 4; 

Figure 6 is a sectional detail view in an enlarged scale 
of a modi?ed form of electrode material; 

Figure 7 is a perspective view with a portion being 
broken away and showing other portions in detail of a 
modi?ed form of the illuminating structure; 

Figure 8 is a horizontal sectional view as taken along 
the plane of line 8—-8 in Figure 7; 
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Figure 9 is a vertical sectional view as taken along 
the plane of line 9—-9 in Figure 7; 

Figure 10 is a partial elevational view of an anode 
employing the concepts of the present invention; 

Figure 11 is a sectional detail view as taken along the 
plane of line 11—-11 in Figure 10; and 

Figure 12 is an elevational view with portions being 
broken away and showing others in section of a further 
modi?ed form of the invention employing electrodes to 
form the sides of the illuminating structure. 
With continuing reference to the accompanying draw 

ings wherein like reference numerals designate similar 
parts throughout the various views, reference numeral 20 
is used to generally designate illuminating structure com 
prising the present invention. This illuminating structure 
20 is preferably formed of any suitable material such 
as a transparent or translucent material including syn 
thetic plastics, milk glass or the like and includes a body 
22 which is hollow. 
The body 22 may be provided with a detachable face 

plate 24 held in place by suitable fasteners. The body 
22 is adapted to be ?lled with a suitable gas such as 
krypton, argon, neon mercury vapor and the like and 
therefore a suitable labyrinthian seal as at 26 may be 
provided for making'the junctureof the face plate and the 
rest of the body 22 gastight. Further, the body 22 has 
integrally formed therewith a plurality of spaces 28 
against which the face plate 24 is adapted to abut. The 
face plate as well as the rest of the body 22 may be 
formed of any suitable preferably transparent or translu 
cent material. 
At least partially embedded within the body 22 is an 

anode 32 formed of a lattice of wires or a screen to 
which a conductor 34 is attached for connection to a 
suitable source of electrical power. The cathode 36 is 
held in spaced relationship with respect to the anode 32 
and may be in the form of a network of rods or the 
like such as those shown at Figures 4 and 5 wherein a 
conductive rod 38 constructed of radioactive metal such 
as cobalt 60 or of metal which is covered with a radio 
active material as at 40. Alternatively, and preferably the 
radioactive material 40 may be covered with any suitable 
electronic emitting material such as an alkaline earth 
metal for producing electrons, the alkaline earth metal 
being a suitable oxide such as the oxides of barium, 
calcium, strontium or the like and covering the inner 
surface. 
As is shown in Figure 6, the electrodes can be formed 

like an envelope of metal such as cobalt 60 or of a 
suitable‘radioactive material or pile 40 covered with 
alkaline earth metals as at 42 and 44 for both rigidifying 
the construction and providing an electron producing sub 
stance. 
The interior surfaces of the body 22 may be coated 

with a luminescent material generally known as a phos 
phor. The phosphor is generally indicated by reference 

_ numeral 46. The cathode 36 has a conductor 48 con 
nected thereto for connection to a source of electrical 
power. The source of electrical power need not be a high 
voltage inasmuch as the radioactive cold cathode will 
produce in conjunction with the limited electric motor 
force sufficient voltage to cause activation of the gas 
in the tube and illumination of the phosphor. 

In lieu of the arrangement as is shown in Figure 1, 
a structural element of the shape shown in Figure 7 
can be employed which structural element is generally 
designated by reference numeral 60. In this form of 
the invention the body 62 is preferably formed of a 
suitable transparent or translucent material provided with 
a coating of a phosphor on the interior surfaces thereof 
and may be provided with a removable face plate 64. 
Suitable spaces as at 66 are provided for both rigidifying 
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‘ the‘construction ahdiholding~ the faceplate‘in'position. 
Disposed at the sides of the body of the electrodes 

67 and 68 which may be of the same or similar construc 
tion each being of a suitable radioactive material or of 

- a conductivemateriahprovided' with a coating of a radio 
active substance and further provided with a coating of 

- an alkaline earth ‘metal. 'Y This‘coating :indicated'iat 70 
may be ofranyvsuitable material such as calcium, barium 
or -, strontium. 

The anode and ‘cathode- have suitable conductors 71 
a and 72-vconnected thereto for connection-to asuitable 
source-of electricalienergy. Further, the interior sur 
~faces~ofqthe \bodyr62 and-64am provided with a coat 
ing of luminescentmaterial as-at-74and there is provided 

" ‘scribed; "and" accordingly; ' all <--si1itable' modi?cations and 
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equivalents may be resorted to, falling within the scope 
“of the invention as" claimed. 
What is claimed as newtis as follows: 
1. An illuminating structure comprising a gas tight 

hollow body, a ?rst electrode constituting a cathode with 
in said hollow body, assecond- electrode constituting an 
anode within said body,‘ said‘ electrodes being spaced 

rsfromlz'cachb-iother; ‘means for .' impressing an ' electrical 
potential across il’sa’idii?‘rstiand'd-second electrodes, said 
?rstelectrode including rods, of radioactive material‘hav 
ring ran?electronfprodhcing'Yalk'aline ~ea'rthfnieta1 = coating 
thereon, said secondielectrodei being inilthe ‘form of a' wire 
screen partially embedded in said body, an interior sur 

a labyrinthianseal-as at 3-76ior/ the faceplate 64, it ‘being’ 15 faceinrssaidi‘liollovvebbtlye lsaid’i-interior’lsurface being 
'. noted” that asuitablemgasket- as _.at 78¢may .benutilized. 
I Filler/meansfor ?lling the body-62 with gas after evacu 
~ation maybe provided-and a plug 82 is shown threaded 
into a threaded opening ‘84 forming the'means ~f0112i11t1'0 

. iducing- suitable gas-such as argon, krypton, neon-mercury‘ '20» other, means fo‘riimpres'sing an‘ electrical potential across 
vaporjor the like. 

Upon: subjecting ‘the anode and cathodesto a_ suitable 
potential therebetween, the radioactive ‘material-(having 

“already caused theelectron producing coating thereon 
\to- cause activity within thevbodyh62,zthere willqbe aW25. Pa?fglly' embeddedi? s'éid'ibbdy, "an interior Surface in 

, further electricaldisturbance causing the phenomena 'of 
“illumination within the body 62. 

In lieu of the form-of the invention asis shown- in 
Figure 7,.the-form of the inventionvas is shownvinrFigure, , 
.12 and generally designated byreference numeral 9030 
can be- employed. 1 In-this form of the invention‘thebody 

1 92 is verynsimilar'to the body 62 buttthe sides are -gen~ 
. erally open and'closed by elongatedandtpreferably ~ad 
vjustable electrodes 94rand v96. 

The foregoing is considered as illustrative only’ of ‘$512,249,672 
the principles of the invention. Further,» since numerous 

. modi?cations and-changes will readily occur‘ to‘those 
skilled in the art, it is not desired to limit .the invention 
t0 the exact ~construction and ‘operation’ shown and de 

coated with phosphor. 
2. An illuminating'structure comprising a gas tight 

hollow body, a ?rst electrode constituting a cathode 
within said body, saidelectrodes being spaced, from ‘each 

vsaid ?rst .ahd "second'electrodes; said ?rst electrode in 
cluding rods "’ofradio"active material havingFanTelectron 
producing alkaline earth ~metal co‘ating’the‘reon, ‘said 
second-electrode‘ bein‘glin‘thé form of a-wire screen 

said h'ollow'body, said interior surface being coated ‘with 
phosphor, said structure comprising an enlarged struc— 
tural'panel, said body. including a detachable light trans 

, r'n'itting” faceplate. 
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